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Semirelativistic meson-exchange currents in„e,e8… and „e,e8p… reactions
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Electron-induced one-nucleon knockout observables are computed for a moderate to high momentum trans-
fer, making use of semirelativistic expressions for the one-body and two-body meson-exchange current matrix
elements. Emphasis is laid on the semirelativistic form of theD-isobar exchange current and several prescrip-
tions for the dynamical-equivalent form of theD propagator are analyzed. To this end, the inclusive transverse
response function, evaluated within the context of the semi-relativistic approach and using different prescrip-
tions for theD propagator, is compared with the fully relativistic calculation performed within the scheme of
the relativistic Fermi gas model. It is found that the best approximation corresponds to the one using the
traditional staticD propagator. These semirelativistic approaches, which contain important aspects of relativity,
are implemented in a distorted-wave analysis of quasielastic (e,e8p) reactions. Final state interactions are
incorporated through a phenomenological optical potential model and relativistic kinematics is assumed when
calculating the energy of the ejected nucleon. The results indicate that the meson-exchange currents may
modify substantially theTL asymmetry for high missing momentum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron-induced one-nucleon emission reactions near
quasielastic peak are clearly dominated by one-body~OB!
dynamics, since such knematics roughly corresponds to
virtual photon interacting directly with a bound nucleo
@1–3#. Under these conditions it has been possible to ana
a considerable amount of data for a variety of nuclei and
study many aspects of the reaction mechanism. Most of th
studies have been based on the standard distorted-wav
pulse approximation~DWIA !, where the OB current matrix
elements are computed using single-particle wave funct
obtained as solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation with phe
nomenological potentials. Recently@4–7#, efforts have been
made to develop a fully relativistic description of the proce
in order to describe consistently the high momentum a
energy transfer regions@8#. This constitutes the basis of th
relativistic DWIA ~RDWIA!.

Within the scheme of nonrelativistic approaches, the r
played by correlations beyond the mean field and their
pact on the overlap functions and spectroscopic factors h
been investigated in several works. Many-body calculati
@9,10# including short-range correlations~SRC!, of central
type only, have shown a small effect over the quasihole o
lap functions and, accordingly, over the (e,e8p) cross sec-
tion. In Ref. @11# the SRC were shown not to modify sub
stantially the mean-field (e,e8p) results at high momentum
and low excitation energy. In recent works, a significant
fort has been made to improve the analysis by including
tensor and spin-isospin channels@12,13# as well as long-
range correlations@14,15#. It is important to point out that
the extraction of spectroscopic factors from the analysis
(e,e8p) experiments is still not free from ambiguities. Th
would require an accurate knowledge of the reaction mec
nism. In this sense, a RDWIA calculation, compared
DWIA, gives rise to a different quenching of the (e,e8p)
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cross section, hence leading to different spectroscopic fac
@4# ~larger for RDWIA!.

The two-body meson-exchange currents~MEC! may also
play a significant role in the description of electron scatter
observables, since they are connected to the nuclear cor
tions by the continuity equation. In fact, the interplay b
tween correlations and MEC in (e,e8p) reactions is far from
trivial; rigorously, the concept of overlap function is no
enough to describe the process in the presence of two-b
current operators and, therefore, the effect of correlation
the presence of MEC may be not simply parametrizable b
spectroscopic factor. This idea is supported by calculati
of the inclusive transverse response for nuclear matter wi
the correlated basis function perturbation theory@16#, which
have shown a significant effect due to MEC, contrary to
much smaller effect usually found for uncorrelated calcu
tions @17#. Before a complete calculation of the exclusiv
response functions including MEC within a sophisticat
correlated model of the reaction be attempted, it is neces
to calibrate different approaches to the calculation in unc
related models, as a first step beyond the DWIA.

Thus, in this work we restrict our attention to the mea
field ~uncorrelated! model and evaluate the role played b
the MEC in quasielastic inclusive and exclusive electr
scattering reactions. In the case of exclusive (e,e8p) pro-
cesses, a theoretical evaluation of MEC, including the us
pion in flight P, contactC, and Delta isobarD, has been
presented in Refs.@18–20#. In Ref. @20# substantial differ-
ences were found with respect to the results of Ref.@19#,
particularly for the interferenceTL response. The analysis i
Ref. @19#, which treats final state interactions~FSI! through a
real potential, was extended to higher momentum transfe
Refs. @21,22# where some relativistic corrections were al
included in the OB current operator. Instead, the stand
nonrelativistic MEC operators@23,24# were used except for a
modified dynamicalD propagator that depends on the inva
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams contributing to th
two-body current with one-pion exchange. Co
tactC @~a!,~b!#, pionicP ~c!, and isobarD ~d!–~g!
are included in this work.
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ant energyAs of theD. More recently, the theoretical mode
of Ref. @18# has been refined in Ref.@25# modifying also the
D propagator in order to include theD-invariant mass. The
use of a proper dynamical propagator in theD current has
been discussed at length, concerning mainly the case of
particle emission reactions@26–28#. One of the central ques
tions is that how to determineAs in a way such that it could
be easily implemented in the existing models for (e,e8) and
(e,e8p) reactions.

In general, the appropriate choice ofAs will depend on
the specific dynamical model for the reaction mechanis
Hence, a proper description of the reaction dynamics thro
an adequate choice of the currents and kinematics is ne
sary. For high momentum transfer, relativistic effects pla
significant role and therefore relativity should enter in t
description of kinematics and/or current matrix elemen
Within a fully relativistic model, MEC effects in (e,e8p)
have been computed recently in Ref.@29#, where only the
contact~or ‘‘seagull’’! current has been considered. Due
the complexity of the fully relativistic two-body currents
particularly theD one, in this work we start by developin
reasonable semirelativistic expressions for all the two-b
currents (P, C, andD) that can be easily implemented in th
existing nonrelativistic descriptions of the reaction mec
nism. These semirelativistic currents retain important asp
of relativity and hence they may be used to describe prop
recent experiments performed at high momentum and en
transfers.

In this paper we discuss the one-particle emission sec
introducing a recently developed semirelativistic~SR! ap-
proximation for the three MEC operators which, in conjun
tion with the SR form of the OB current derived in Ref.@30#
~see Ref.@31# for a recent review on these expansion!,
makes it possible to evaluate the quasielastic (e,e8) and
(e,e8p) observables. The SR-OB current was applied in
clusive (e,e8) @32# and for coincidence (e,e8p) @6,10,33–
35# reactions. The SR expressions for the MEC opera
were obtained in Ref.@36# in the case of the pionic an
contact currents. In Refs.@31,37#, a comparison between th
SR-MEC predictions for the inclusive transverse respo
and the exact relativistic Fermi gas~RFG! results is pre-
sented.
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One of the goals of this work is to derive a semirelativ
tic expression for theD-exchange current and compare
prediction for the inclusive transverse response function w
the exact relativistic result obtained within the RFG model
Ref. @38#. This comparison, carried out in the inclusive cha
nel ~Sec. II!, makes it possible to test the reliability of th
different prescriptions of the dynamicalD propagator to be
used in exclusive (e,e8p) processes~Sec. III!. Once this is
settled, the impact of the relativistic MEC over the exclusi
response functions is evaluated for the moderate to high
mentum transfer. Finally, in Sec. IV we draw our concl
sions.

II. INCLUSIVE TRANSVERSE RESPONSE

The impact of meson-exchange currents on inclusive e
tron scattering has been traditionally investigated in a n
relativistic framework and relativistic corrections have be
implemented making use of a power expansion in the m
menta of the nucleons and of the exchanged photon@39–41#.
In Refs. @31,38# a semirelativistic analysis of the MEC (P,
C, andD) currents, represented in Fig. 1, has been perform
in the context of the RFG with the aim of finding simp
prescriptions for implementing relativistic effects into no
relativistic calculations. Within the RFG model, it is possib
to perform a fully relativistic calculation of the inclusiv
response functions, using exact relativistic kinematics, c
rents, and propagators. Hence, the inclusive transverse
sponse function of nuclear matter can be used to test
quality of the semirelativistic MEC, to be applied in the fo
lowing section to semiinclusive processes.

In this section, we focus on theD current, represented b
Figs. 1~d!–1~g!, laying emphasis on the dynamical treatme
of the D propagator, an aspect of the problem which w
neglected in the SR model of Ref.@38#. Restricting our at-
tention to the case of one-particle emission processes,
contribution of theD current to the transverse nuclear r
sponse function is obtained as the interference between thD
and the OB currents. In the Fermi gas model, it reads

RD-OB
T ~q,v!5

3Z

8pkF
3
2 ReE

h,kF

d3hd~Ep2Eh2v!

3NphTr@ jT
OB~p,h!* • jT

D~p,h!#, ~1!
4-2
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FIG. 2. Exchange MEC diagrams contributin
to the one-particle emission responses compu
in this work. In the vertex-type isobar diagram
@~d!,~e!#, different prescriptions for the dynamica
D propagator are discussed in the text.
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wherep5h1q is the momentum of the ejected particle,jT is
the transverse~perpendicular toq) component ofj , andkF is
the Fermi momentum. In the RFG modelEk5Ak21mN

2 ,
whereas in the nonrelativistic~NR! Fermi gasEk5mN1ek
5mN1K2/(2mN). Moreover, the factorNph , arising from
the spinor normalization, ismN

2 /(EpEh) for RFG and 1 in a
NR model. Finally,jT

a(p,h) ~which implicitly include spin
and isospin indices! are the OB orD particle-hole currents
@31#.

The nonrelativistic two-bodyD current used in this pape
has been obtained from the relativistic one in the limit
small momenta by following the procedure sketched in R
@38#; it can be written in momentum space as

jnr
D ~p18 ,p28 ,p1 ,p2!

5
1

9

G1

2mN

f pND

mp

f

mp
$GD~P11Q!q

3@2k23s(1)12ik2#@2t3
(2)2 i ~t(1)3t(2)!z#

1GD~P182Q!q3@k23s(1)12ik2#

3@2t3
(2)1 i ~t(1)3t(2)!z#%

k2•s(2)

k2
21mp

2
1~1↔2!, ~2!

wherePi , Pi8 are the four-momenta of the initial and fin
nucleons defined in Fig. 1,k i5pi82pi is the momentum
transferred to thei th nucleon, andGD(P) is the nonrelativ-
istic ~dynamical! D propagator, which will be later discusse
in detail. We use the following values for the coupling co
stants:G154.2, f 2/4p50.079, andf pND52.24.

In Ref. @38# a more general relativistic current was co
sidered, containing additional couplingsG2 , G3 and depen-
dence on the so-called off-shell parametersz1 , z2, and z3.
Therein, it was shown that the termsG2 andG3 have a weak
impact on the transverse response forq below 1 GeV and
that this response displays a small dependence upon the
shell parameters compared with its sensitivity toAs, which
will be discussed at the end of this section. Therefore, in
work we use the Peccei Lagrangian, which neglectsG2 and
G3 and corresponds tozi521/4.
01460
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The MEC particle-hole matrix elements are obtained
summing over all the single-particle states occupied in
ground-state Slater determinant@31,38#. In the case of
nuclear matter only the exchange term, represented by
many-body diagrams of Fig. 2, survives due to spin and is
pin symmetries. Moreover, it can be proved that the
changeD terms represented by Figs. 2~f! and 2~g! are also
zero in nuclear matter. In the case of finite nuclei, there ex
however a contribution coming from the directD term,
which, although small, has been included in the calculati
presented in following section.

Using Eq.~2! the particle-hole matrix element of the non
relativistic D current in nuclear matter results

jnr
D ~p,h!52 id tpth

th

4

9

G1

2mN

f pND

mp

f

mp
E d3k

~2p!3
u~kF2k!

3$GD~k1q!B~h2k!spsh

1GD~k2q!B~p2k!spsh
%, ~3!

whereth51 if h is a proton and21 if neutron, and we have
defined the function

B~p2k!ss85
@sss8•~p2k!#~p2k!1~p2k!2sss8

~p2k!21mp
2

. ~4!

If the k dependence of theD propagator is neglected, the
the integral in Eq.~3! can be solved analytically1 ~see Ref.
@17# for its explicit form!.

The relativistic expression for the currents can be found
Ref. @38# and yields results which differ significantly from
the nonrelativistic ones even if the momentum transfer is
low as 500 MeV/c. This difference is due in part to the re
tivistic kinematics~RK!, which can be easily implemented i
the NR model by the replacementv→v(11v/2mN) @32#,
with the exception of the electromagnetic form factors, th

1Note that in this section we are not includingpN form factors in
order to obtain an analytical result for numerical convenience
the following section, they will be properly included.
4-3
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must be computed for the unshifted value ofv. Moreover,
the NR results can be brought closer to the relativistic one
the SR form of the current operators

jT,SR
a ~p,h![

1

A11t
jT,nr
a ~p,h! ~5!

is employed fora5OB,C,P,D, with t5uQ2u/4mN
2 .

Equation~5! has been obtained~see Refs.@31,36,38# for
details! by a direct Pauli reduction, expanding in powers
h/mN to first order the OB current@30# and to leading order
the MEC of pionic and contact types@36,37#. In this paper,
we use a similar ‘‘factorized’’ expression for the SRD cur-
rent, which was already proposed in Ref.@38#. The
t-dependent factor in Eq.~5! arises from the spinology an
produces a reduction of the responses.

Let us now discuss theD propagatorGD, appearing in the
D current, Eqs.~2! and~3!. In a fully relativistic theory,GD

is given by the Rarita-Schwinger tensor@38#. The possible
decay of the isobar into anNp state is accounted for by th
substitution of theD massmD→mD2( i /2)G(P2) in the de-
nominator of theD propagator, where the functionG(P2) is
the width of the resonance~see Refs.@42,43#!.

The nonrelativistic version of this propagator is defin
by the positive energy sector for spatial indices and sm
momenta@38#

Gi j
D~P!.

P” 1mD

P22mD
2 S d i j 1

1

3
g ig j D

→GD~P!S 2

3
d i j 2

i

3
e i jkskD . ~6!

Note that Figs. 1~d!–1~g! correspond to different momenta i
the propagators, namely,GD(P11Q) and GD(P182Q):
these, referred to asD excitation (GD

I ) and D deexcitation
(GD

II ) in Refs.@21,25#, denote the propagator for aD created
after and before photo-absorption, respectively.

The static limit approximation toGD involves taking

P” 1mD

P22mD
2

.
mNg01mD

P22mD
2

→ mN1mD

mN
2 2mD

2
5

1

mN2mD
, ~7!

where we have usedP2.mN
2 for P5P11Q or P5P182Q

andq, v small, sinceP1 andP18 are the four-momenta of th
initial and final nucleons. In this case, the two propagat
are equal, i.e.,GD(P11Q)5GD(P182Q)5(mN2mD)21

and can be factorized out in Eq.~2!, thus yielding the tradi-
tional form of the nonrelativistic current@17,23#.

The effects introduced by relativity can be appreciated
Fig. 3. Here, we show the inclusive transverse respons
40Ca for two values of the momentum transfer,q
50.5 GeV/c ~top panel! and q51 GeV/c ~bottom panel!.
We use the Fermi momentumkF5237 MeV/c and the Gal-
ster parametrization of the nucleon form factors@44#. For the
D current, we use the electric form factor of the proton. F
comparison with the nonrelativistic result we use strong fo
01460
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factors FpNN5FpND51. The fully relativistic calculation
performed within the RFG model of Ref.@38# ~thick solid
line! is compared with various nonrelativistic approach
the traditional NR model, the NR model but including RK
and the results corresponding to the semirelativistic curre
using in addition relativistic kinematics~denoted as SR0!.
Apart from the RFG, where the Rarita-Schwinger propaga
is used including theD width, the other results have bee
evaluated employing the static limit approximation for theD
propagator, for whichAs5mN , and thereforeGD(s)50,
sinces is below the thresholdmN1mp . Note the crucial role
played by the relativistic kinematics and, moreover, how
SR approach, compared to the RK case, improves the ag
ment with the RFG results.

Next, we study the effect of including a dynamicalD
propagator within the SR model. This can be done by us
different approximations for the propagatorsGD(K1Q) and
GD(K2Q) appearing in the nonrelativistic current, Eq.~3!,
under the requirement that the new dynamical propagato
independent ofk: only in this case it can be easily introduce
into nonrelativistic calculations.

The results for theD-OB transverse response comput
within the SR model, and using different prescriptions for t
D propagator, are displayed in Fig. 4. As in the previo
figure and for comparison, we present the fully relativis
results~RFG! and the SR approach using the static limit f
theD propagator~SR0!. In all the cases, relativistic kinema
ics is assumed. The various approaches considered to
scribe the dynamicalD propagator are listed below and di
cussed in some detail.

FIG. 3. Contribution ofD to the transverse response function f
q5500 and 1000 MeV/c. The results corresponding to the RFG a
compared with the NR Fermi gas, including RK, and using the S
approach for the electromagnetic currents.
4-4
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~1! The propagator is written, as suggested in Re
@26,28#, as

GD~P!5
1

As2mD1
i

2
GD~s!

, ~8!

where s5P2 and As is the available energy in theD rest
system. The approximate values ofs are obtained by neglect
ing the momentumk and kinetic energyek compared withq
and the nucleon massmN , i.e.,

sI[~K1Q!25~Ek1v!22~k1q!2.~mN1v!22q2,
~9!

sII [~K2Q!2.~mN2v!22q2. ~10!

As we observe in Fig. 4, this prescription~denoted as SR1!
produces a hardening of the response function, which
more pronounced for highq, and underestimates the exa
result at the peak.

~2! This second prescription is obtained, as suggeste
Refs.@25,28#, by using the static approximation in the dee
citation diagram, Fig. 2~e!, i.e., sII .mN

2 , and a dynamical
propagator in theD excitation diagram, Fig. 2~d!. In this
case, we use the same valuesI as in Eq.~9!. As shown in Fig.
4, this prescription~labeled as SR2! still produces a harden
ing of the response, but now the response function is la
than the relativistic one. We also note that the SR2 cu
crosses the static SR0 result precisely at the position of

FIG. 4. Contribution ofD to the transverse response functio
using different prescriptions for theD propagator, discussed in th
text.
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quasielastic peak~QEP!. In fact, this is determined by (mN

1v)22q25mN
2 , hence Eq.~9! gives the static result,AsI

5mN .
~3! From Eq.~6! we may write

P” 1mD

P22mD
2

.
Eg02q•g1mD

As1mD

1

As2mD

~11!

for P5K1Q. The result given by Eq.~8! is reobtained
when the first term in the right hand side of Eq.~11! is close
to one. Note that forq large,As can be significantly different
from E, while one cannot neglect the termq•g. This would
give an additional spin-dependent term and the propag
would get tangled. Instead, a possible way to proceed is
taking partially into account theq dependence in the numera
tor in the way:

GD~K1Q!.
mN1v1q1mD

AsI1mD

1

AsI2mD

, ~12!

GD~K2Q!.
mN1v2q1mD

AsII 1mD

1

AsII 2mD

, ~13!

where sI ,II are given in Eqs.~9! and ~10!. This procedure
allows us to write down an approximate diagonal express
for the D propagator, and the corresponding results are
noted in Fig. 4 as SR3. The reduction of the response fu
tion is shown not to be as large as in the SR1 case.

Summarizing, from Fig. 4 we may conclude that none
the above approximations proposed for the dynamicaD
propagator is entirely satisfactory. In fact, we observe t
the best result, compared with the fully relativistic RFG on
corresponds to the static limit approximation.

To complete this discussion, we note that the role of
width G in the SR models of Fig. 4 is irrelevant, since th
approximate values taken forAs are far below the pole for
these kinematics. In fact, for the prescription SR1 we ha
from Eq. ~9!,

v5AsI1q22mN . ~14!

This means that forq51 GeV/c and AsI5mD , we getv
;649 MeV, which is well above the allowed region of th
QEP, while the thresholdAsI5mN1mp is reached forv
;531 MeV, below which theD width is zero. Hence, only
the small tail of theD close to the threshold is being consi
ered in this region of energy.

Actually in the relativistic model, things are totally differ
ent because the pole is reached inside the allowed en
region. Indeed, the delicate energy balance in the denom
tor makes the value of the inner momentumk to play a role.
Instead of Eq.~14!, a better approximation to the exact rel
tion is represented by

v5AsI1~q1k!22mN . ~15!

In this case, the pole is first reached at
4-5
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v5AmD
2 1~q2kF!22mN , ~16!

which gives v;511 MeV, close to the peak forq
51 GeV/c.

Thus, we have considered two new prescriptions, deno
as SR4 and SR5. To help the reader they are shown
separate figure~Fig. 5!, where they are again compared wi
the fully relativistic calculation~RFG! and the static limit
approach~SR0!. These new prescriptions are based on
value assigned toAs, such that the position of the pole b
closer to the relativistic case.

~4! More precisely, one considersAsI5AsNN2mN , sNN
being the invariant energy of the two outgoing nucleo
suggested in Refs.@26,28# for two-nucleon knockout, and
apparently applied also to one-nucleon emission in Ref.@25#.
The meaning ofsNN for this case is doubtful, since there
only one particle in the final state. However, from t
D-excitation diagram, Fig. 2~d!, we see thatk,h are two
entering momenta andp,k the two exiting ones. Hence, th
prescription SR4 in Fig. 5 is based on the approximation

sNN.~P1K !25~Eh1Ek1v!22~h1k1q!2

.~2mN1v!22q2. ~17!

In this case, the pole forq51 GeV/c is reached atv
.513 MeV, inside the QE region. However, from the resu
in Fig. 5, this prescription appears to be less satisfactory t
the previous ones.

~5! Finally, the prescription SR5 is obtained by exploitin
Eq. ~16! that gives the right position at which the pole is fir
reached and by defining

FIG. 5. Contribution ofD to the transverse response functio
using different prescriptions for theD propagator is discussed in th
text.
01460
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sI5~mN1v!22~q2kF!2, ~18!

sII 5~mN2v!22~q2kF!2. ~19!

The results show that forq51 GeV/c the pole is reached a
the right position close to the peak of the response. T
change of sign of the response is a consequence of
change of sign of theD propagator when one crosses t
pole.

From Fig. 5 we observe that it is not possible to recov
the exact relativistic result by using aD propagator indepen
dent ofk, even if it reaches the pole~in absence, of course
of theD width! inside the allowed region. In fact, the prese
singularity can only be smoothed, even in the presence of
D width, after an integration overk is performed, as in the
relativistic model.

In general, we conclude that, if a dynamical propaga
has to be used, like in the semirelativistic approaches
cussed here, a smoothed form not hitting the pole is nee
in order not to deviate too much from the exact result for
response function. Among the prescriptions analyzed in
section, the static form of theD propagator produces, in spit
of its simplicity, the best agreement with the RFG results
the case of one-particle knockout sector once the relativi
kinematics and the semirelativistic corrections of the curre
are used. Therefore, a procedure to dynamize theD propa-
gator, as the ones presented here, and its use within the
text of a nonrelativistic or a semirelativistic distorted-wa
analysis of quasielastic (e,e8) and (e,e8p) reactions appears
not to give better results than the static approximation. O
viously, this conclusion does not affect the validity of th
approximations discussed in Ref.@28# for the two-particle
emission channel, where the kinematical conditions are c
pletely different.

In the following section, we apply the present semire
tivistic model of MEC to the exclusive (e,e8p) response
functions of nuclei.

III. EXCLUSIVE „e,e8p… OBSERVABLES

In this section, we compute the quasielastic (e,e8p) re-
sponse functions for intermediate to high momentum tran
values within the context of the SR approach, introduced
the preceding section. As shown in the case of quasiela
inclusive (e,e8) responses@30,31,37,38#, accounting for
relativistic effects requires at least to treat properly the ki
matics and relativistic factors in the currents. Referring to
D current, we make use of the static limit approach for theD
propagator, as this gives rise to the best agreement with
fully relativistic calculation in the inclusive channel, a
shown in the preceding section. As a complete relativis
analysis of all the MEC (P,C, andD) currents in (e,e8p)
processes is still lacking, the use of dynamizedD propaga-
tors within existing NR or SR descriptions of the reacti
mechanism does not appear to be well founded and, m
over, these may lead to large discrepancies with the e
calculation.

The general formalism for (e,e8p) reactions has been
presented in detail in Refs.@2–4,45# and we refer to them for
4-6
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specifications on the kinematics. Assuming plane waves
the incoming and outgoing electron~treated in the extreme
relativistic limit! and parity conservation, the exclusive cro
section can be written in the form

d5s

de8dVe8dVp8

5KsM~vLWL1vTWT1vTLWTLcosf8

1vTTWTTcos 2f8!, ~20!

wheree8 andVe8 are the energy and solid angle correspon
ing to the scattered electron andVp85(u8,f8) is the solid
angle for the ejected proton with four-momentumP8m

5(E8,p8). In Eq. ~20! K52p8mN /(2p\)3 and sM is the
Mott cross section. Finally,va are the electron kinematica
factors given in Refs.@32,45#. The labelsL andT refer to the
longitudinal and transverse projections of the current ma
elements with respect to the virtual photon direction, resp
tively.

The hadronic content of the problem enters via the
sponse functionsWa, which are obtained by taking the ap
propriate components of the hadronic tensor

Wmn5
1

K (
msMa

^p8ms ,Fa
(A21)uĴm~Q!uF0

(A)&*

3^p8ms ,Fa
(A21)uĴn~Q!uF0

(A)&, ~21!

where a sum over undetected final polarization states is
formed. In Eq.~21!, Ĵm(Q) is the nuclear current operato
and we assume the initial stateuF0

A& to correspond to a spin
zero nuclear target in its ground state with energyE0

(A) . The
final stateup8ms ,Fa

(A21)& is assumed to behave asympto
cally as a knockout nucleon with momentump8 and spin
quantum numberms and a residual nucleus left in a boun
state, i.e.uFa

(A21)&5uJa ,Ma&, with energyEa
(A21) .

In the present distorted-wave analysis of (e,e8p) reac-
tions, the outgoing nucleon state is described by a w
function solution of the Schro¨dinger equation with an optica
potentialVopt fitted to elastic nucleon-nucleus scattering da
The matrix elements of the hadronic tensor are computed
performing a multipole expansion of both the distort
nucleon wave and the current operators in terms of the u
CoulombCJ , electricEJ , and magneticMJ multipoles~see
Refs. @10,32,33# for details on the model and Refs
@17,24,32# for explicit expressions of the multipole matri
elements of the currents!.

The electromagnetic form factors used in the contact
pionic MEC are given in Ref.@24#, while for D we use the
same form factor as the electromagnetic proton form fac
In this section, we include monopole form factors in t
MEC FpNN(K)5FpND(K)5(L22mp

2 )/(L22K2) with L
51300 MeV. For lowq these form factors are small@24#,
but for high values ofq ~close to 1 GeV, as here! they can
reduce the MEC contribution of about 25%.

Note that theD-current contributions can also be sensiti
to the D-nucleus potential in the medium~see Ref.@21#!.
Indeed, in-medium modifications of theD andp propagators
01460
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have been studied in inclusive (e,e8) scattering in the region
of theD peak and for pion electroproduction@46#, but not, to
our knowledge, for the MEC in the QEP. A rough estimate
these effects can be performed by adding a cons
D-nucleus optical potentialVD5230240i MeV @47# in the
denominator of the staticD propagator: sinceVD turns out to
affect our results very little, we have accordingly neglect
it.

To illustrate the role of the relativistic corrections we di
play in Fig. 6 the four unpolarized exclusive response fu
tions for proton knockout from the 1p1/2 shell in 16O leading
to the residual nucleus15N. The kinematics selected corre
sponds to (q,v)-constant kinematics~sometimes also re
ferred to as quasiperpendicular kinematics! and the values
q5460 MeV/c and q5995 MeV/c have been chosen. In
each case, the selected value of the transferred energv
almost corresponds to the quasielastic peak value, i.ev
5100 MeV and 439 MeV, respectively. FSI are taken in
account forq5460 MeV/c through the optical potential o
Comfort and Karp@48#, which is appropriate for proton ki-
netic energies below 183 MeV. In the case ofq
5995 MeV/c, as the proton kinetic energy is;430 MeV,
we use instead a Schr¨odinger-equivalent form of the relativ
istic global optical potential of Ref.@49#. Thus, the nonrela-
tivistic wave functions correspond to the upper compone
of the relativistic ones, containing the Darwin term. Resu
obtained within this approach were compared with a fu
relativistic calculation in the impulse approximation@6#, i.e.,
without including the effects of MEC.

In each panel of Fig. 6 we compare the results cor
sponding to the traditional nonrelativistic model with N
kinematics, including RK, and finally, the SR approach d
cussed in the preceding section. All the calculations inclu
MEC. From these results it emerges that, particularly
high q, the relativistic kinematics plays a crucial role in d
scribing properly the form of the momentum distributio
Note that the allowable missing momentum values are de
mined by the relationup82qu<p<p81q, with p8 fixed by
energy conservation. Assuming nonrelativistic kinemati
the value ofp8 is given by

p85A2mN~eh1v!, ~22!

while for relativistic kinematics it results

p85A~mN1eh1v!22mN
2 5A2mN~eh1v!S 11

eh1v

2mN
D .

~23!

In Eqs.~22! and~23!, the energyeh represents the~negative!
energy of the bound nucleon. Hence in the case of RK
solve the Schro¨dinger equation with equivalent energy (eh
1v)@11(eh1v)/2mN# for the ejected proton instead of th
NR energyeh1v.

Once relativistic kinematics is selected, the use of
currents produces an enhancement of theL andTL responses
and a reduction of theT and TT ones, whose magnitud
increases withq. These effects are connected with the facto
k/At.1 andAt/k.1/(11t) that enter in the SR expres
4-7
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FIG. 6. Exclusive response
functions for proton knockout
from the 1p1/2 shell in 16O. Two
(q,v)-constant kinematical situa
tions are selected. The traditiona
NR results are compared with th
responses obtained including R
and using the SR form of the cur
rents. All the curves include MEC
ve
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sions of the longitudinal and transverse currents, respecti
@31,37#. It is important to point out the particularly larg
relativistic enhancement observed for the interferenceTL re-
sponse. This is connected to the spin-orbit term@32# con-
tained in the SR charge density, but neglected within the
approach. As shown in Ref.@32#, the interference betwee
the spin-orbit term and the magnetization current gives
to a contribution inWTL which is of the same order of mag
nitude as the interference between the charge density
convection current. Thus the presence of the spin-orbit t
in the density is essential to describe properly the respo
WTL, even for moderateq values.

Analogous results hold for a proton knockout from t
p3/2 shell in 16O: the role of relativity in each response
similar to the one observed for thep1/2 case and, again, th
most sensitive response to relativistic effects isWTL. How-
ever, the relativistic enhancement for thep3/2 orbit is some-
what smaller than the one presented forp1/2, particularly for
largeq.

The separate contributions of the MEC is presented
Figs. 7 and 8 forp1/2 andp3/2 shells, respectively. Kinemat
ics is as in the previous figure and we do not show results
the pure longitudinal response as it is not affected by M
within the present approaches. We compare the OB
01460
ly
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sponses~dotted line! with the results obtained when includ
ing the contactC current~dashed line!, the contact and pion-
in-flight (C1P) currents~dot-dashed line!, and the contact,
pion-in-flight, andD (C1P1D) currents~solid line!. Let us
analyze each response separately. In the case ofWT, the
contact current produces an increase which is partially c
celed by a small reduction introduced by the pionic curre
Note that the role of theC and P currents is negligible for
large q. The D current gives rise to an additional reductio
whose relative magnitude is rather similar for both she
The total effect ofC1P1D MEC is a reduction of theT
response, which is slightly more important for highq.

Although a great caution should be taken in extending
conclusions drawn from the analysis of exclusive reactio
to inclusive ones or vice versa, it is illustrative to discuss
results relative to quasielastic (e,e8p) reactions in connec-
tion with the quasielastic (e,e8) ones. Note that, apart from
the potentials usually considered in both types of reactio
the inclusive responses are calculated by integrating the
clusive ones over the ejected nucleon variables, and s
ming over all occupied hole states, i.e., including also
contribution given by the 1s1/2 shell. In Refs.@31,37,38# we
evaluated the role of MEC for the inclusiveT response in a
relativistic Fermi gas model. The contactC contribution was
4-8
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FIG. 7. Separate contribution
of each one of the MEC to the ex
clusive response functions. SR re
sults are shown for knockout from
the 1p1/2 shell of 16O for the same
kinematics as in Fig. 6, including
the OB current only, and in addi
tion the contactC, pionicP, andD
currents in the calculation.
rre
rl

o

found to be larger than the pion-in-flight termP, a domi-
nance increasing withq. The total (C1P) contribution pre-
sents an oscillatory behavior with respect to the transfe
energyv, having a node close to the QEP value, particula
for high q. For q51 GeV/c, this node is reached forv
;435 MeV, which is very close to the valuev5439 MeV
01460
d
y

selected in the (e,e8p) calculations~right hand panels in
Figs. 7 and 8!. On the contrary, in the caseq5500 MeV/c,
the contribution of theC1P currents in the inclusiveT re-
sponse presents a node forv;150 MeV and is positive and
non-negligible for the valuev5100 MeV selected here in
the case of the (e,e8p) process. A similar discussion can als
FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 for
knockout from the 1p3/2 shell of
16O.
4-9
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FIG. 9. ATL asymmetry for
proton knockout from the 1p1/2

and 1p3/2 shells in 16O, computed
within the SR model including the
successive contribution of eac
one of the MEC. Experimenta
data are from Ref.@8#. Left and
right panels have been obtained
include or not the spin-orbit par
in the optical potential.
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be applied to theD results. In Ref.@38# ~see also the preced
ing section!, the D contribution to the inclusiveT response
has been shown to be always negative up toq;2 GeV/c
and larger than the one provided by theC and P currents
together. Hence, the general trend of the MEC contribut
to the inclusive channel agrees with the effects shown for
exclusive responses~Figs. 7 and 8!.

Finally, comparing the results in Figs. 7 and 8 we co
clude that the effects of MEC for the exclusiveT-response
are similar for bothp1/2 andp3/2 shells. A different behavior
is found in the results of Ref.@25# where the role of MEC,
for q5460 MeV/c, is shown to be larger in the case of th
p3/2 shell. In addition, the role introduced by the pionic cu
rent P in Ref. @25# is said to be negligible, whereas in ou
case its contribution, though a little bit smaller than the co
tact term, is clearly visible. Our results are also in disagr
ment with the calculation of Ref.@21# performed forq51
GeV, where the total MEC effect is found to be small for t
p1/2 and large for thep3/2 in theT response. This discrepanc
is linked to the Foldy-Wouthuysen method used to imp
ment relativity in Ref.@21# which is not expected to be ap
plicable forq51 GeV @37#.

Next, we focus on the interferenceTL response. From
Figs. 7 and 8 we observe that forq5460 MeV/c the MEC
effect is larger in the case of thep1/2-shell. The main contri-
bution comes from the contact current, which produces
enhancement inWTL ;20% for p1/2 and ;15% for p3/2,
while the role of the pion in flight is smaller, reducing th
response and, in particular,D gives rise to an almost negli
gible contribution~slightly positive forp1/2 and negative for
p3/2). These results disagree with the findings of Ref.@25#,
where the effect ofD in WTL is substantially large and nega
tive for thep1/2 shell, so that it cancels out the contact ter
yielding a negligible global MEC contribution. On the co
trary, in the same reference theD contribution for thep3/2
orbit is found to be large and positive, hence the net effec
MEC is an important enhancement in theTL response. As in
the case of the pureT response, the pionic contribution foun
in Ref. @25# is negligible, which again is not in accord wit
our results.

Figures 7 and 8 clearly show that the importance of
01460
n
e

-

-
-

-

n

,

f

e

MEC on theTL response decreases asq goes to higher val-
ues. Whereas the contact current enhances theTL response
by the same magnitude for the twop shells, theD term is
negligible for p1/2 and tends to cancel the contact contrib
tion for p3/2. For both shells, the pionic current does not al
WTL.

As far asWTT is concerned, note that this response
much smaller, its contribution being of the order
(kF /mN)2 ~see Ref.@32#!; hence terms of the second order
p/mN , usually neglected in the expansion of the current o
erators, may provide a crucial role in this response. Howe
sinceWTT is also particularly sensitive to the details of th
model, it can be used as a test to compare different theo
ical models. Note that this response is opposite in sign
p1/2 andp3/2. Concerning the role of MEC, it is found to b
of the same relative order of magnitude as in the other
sponses, except for the pionic current which has an impor
effect in this case.

As a further application of our model we present in Fig
the TL asymmetry (ATL) for p1/2 ~top panels! andp3/2 ~bot-
tom panels!. The kinematics has been selected to corresp
to the experimental data@8#. ATL is obtained from the differ-
ence of cross sections measured atf850° and f85180°
divided by the sum, hence this observable is particularly
teresting because it does not depend on the spectrosc
factors. A detailed study on theTL asymmetry has been ca
ried out in Refs.@6,7# within the RDWIA, namely, a fully
relativistic calculation without including MEC. In particula
a comparison betweenATL evaluated in the RDWIA and
using the SR approach for the one-body current and neg
ing MEC was presented in Ref.@6#. There the large contri-
bution given by the spin-orbit correction to the charge de
sity, and, more importantly, the crucial role played by t
dynamical enhancement of the lower components of bo
Dirac spinors in the description of interferenceTL observ-
ables were proved~see also Refs.@50,51#!. Recent data on
polarization observables agree well with the RDWIA ana
sis @52,53#.

However, a direct calculation of the role of MEC inATL
within a relativistic approach has never been performed
4-10
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far as we know. Thus, in Fig. 9 we show the results obtain
within the impulse approximation, i.e., without MEC~dotted
line!, and the contributions introduced by the various tw
body currents:C ~dashed line!, C1P ~dot-dashed line!, and
total MEC, namely,C1P1D ~solid line!. In order to inves-
tigate also the dependence of our results on the FSI, in F
we show two sets of calculations for eachp shell: including
the spin-orbit part of the optical potentialVls @49# ~left pan-
els! and without it ~right panels!. For comparison, we also
present the experimental data@8#. From inspection of Fig. 9
we conclude that the effect of MEC is very small for lo
missing momentum values and it starts to be important
p>300 MeV/c. Note, however, that in this region the dy
namical enhancement of lower components, obviously
considered within the present SR approach, also start
play a crucial role and hence it should be considered befo
detailed comparison with data can be accomplished. N
also the large discrepancy between the SR calculation
the data for lowp in the case ofp1/2 with the full potential.
This issue was already presented in Ref.@6#, where the RD-
WIA calculation differs from the SR one, comparing bett
with data@8#. This problem within the SR approach appea
to be connected with the spin-orbit term introduced by
equivalent Schro¨dinger form of the optical potential, as ca
be seen in the right panels of Fig. 9, that do not includeVls
in the FSI. Our results also show that the MEC effects
high missing momenta strongly depend on the FSI, si
they are substantially reduced when only the central par
the optical potential is included~right panels!.

Summarizing, from theoretical results in Fig. 9 and R
@6#, and their comparison to experimental data@8#, we may
conclude the following:~i! a fully relativistic calculation
within the impulse approximation~RDWIA!, i.e., including
the effects introduced by the dynamical enhancement of
lower components in the Dirac spinors, appears to be es
tial to reproduce the data;~ii ! the effects introduced by MEC
for high missing momentum values seem to be also v
important and highly dependent on the FSI. Hence, an
propriate relativistic analysis of these two-body currents m
be also essential in order to improve the description of
experimental data at high missing momentum.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a semirelativistic mo
of inclusive and exclusive electron scattering from nuclei
the one-nucleon emission channel, including one- and t
body currents. These currents differ from the usual nonr
tivistic ones by multiplicative (q,v)-depending factors ob
tained by an expansion in powers of the missing moment
An essential ingredient of the SR consists of using, in ad
tion to the SR currents, relativistic kinematics to relate
01460
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energy and momentum of the ejected nucleon.
This model has been already tested in quasielastic in

sive (e,e8) processes in Refs.@31,37,38#. In this paper we
have first focused on the new SR-D current and compared it
contribution to the inclusive transverse response with a fu
relativistic calculation in RFG for moderate and highq val-
ues. This has allowed us to test the reliability of differe
prescriptions introduced to account for dynamical aspect
the D propagator. We have found that the best agreem
with the fully relativistic calculation corresponds to the sta
limit approximation. Thus, we conclude that the use of a
of these dynamizedD propagators within the one-particl
emission channel is not justified and, moreover, it may p
duce very large discrepancies with the exact result.

Next, we have implemented the SR currents into a DW
model of the quasielastic (e,e8p) reaction, computing the
separate response functions and theTL asymmetry, using the
static limit for theD propagator. After analyzing the role o
the different relativistic corrections embedded in our calc
lation and its dependence on the momentum transfer,
have studied the effect of MEC on the different observab
In particular, we have compared the results for proton kno
out from thep1/2 and p3/2 shells in 16O, choosing quasiper
pendicular kinematics, typical of the experiments. In the c
of the T response, MEC effects are shown to be equa
important for the two shells, giving rise to a net reduction
the response. ForWTL, the role of MEC is to enhance th
response, an effect that is substantially larger for thep1/2
shell, and reduces considerably for highq values. In general,
we get sizable differences with previous calculations in
literature@21,25#.

Finally, our model applied to theATL asymmetry shows
that this observable is very sensitive to the MEC and to F
in the region of high missing momentum. Since it has be
proved in Ref.@6# that the interferenceTL observables, par-
ticularly ATL , are also crucially affected by other relativist
ingredients, such as the dynamical enhancement of lo
components, not included in this work, it would be ve
interesting to evaluate MEC effects within the scheme of
fully relativistic calculation of Refs.@4,6,7#, and contrast
their predictions with the ones obtained with the present
model.
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